Interaction of cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II) with sensitive and resistant L1210 cell lines. Drug binding to nuclei and DNA.
We used in parallel, to study the kinetics of cis-DDP cellular binding and distribution, a cL cell culture line established from L1210 murine leukemia ascites and its cLP derivative which acquired a 30-fold (ID50) resistance to cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II). Cell cultures were incubated with 0.9 microgram/ml (3 microM) of the drug and after various incubation times up to 24 hr, the amount of platinum associated to whole cells, to isolated nuclei and to purified DNA was determined using atomic absorption spectrophotometry. For the first hours of incubation no significant difference in the rate of platinum association was observed between the two cell lines. After the first hours of incubation the amount of platinum associated to whole cells and to isolated nuclei was significantly higher in the drug sensitive cells. However, the rates of platinum association to the respective DNAs were quite similar in the two cell lines. Our study failed to demonstrate any significant quantitative modification of the overall drug-DNA association between the resistant and sensitive cell lines.